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We consider systems of quadratic diophantine inequlities. For example, suppose
that Q1 and Q2 are real diagonal quadratic forms in s variables, where one has
s10. Suppose also that every form :Q1+;Q2 with (:, ;) # R2"[0] has at least 5
nonzero coefficients, one irrational coefficient, at least one negative coefficient, and
at least one positive coefficient. Then for any =>0, there exists a nonzero integral
vector x # Zs such that |Q1(x)|<= and |Q2 (x)|<=. We also prove a result on
systems of R quadratic diophantine inequalities under more complicated restrictions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In 1980, Schmidt [18] proved an impressive general result about
Diophantine inequalities. He showed that given any odd positive integers
d1 , ..., dR , there exists a positive integer s0=s0(d1 , ..., dR ), depending only
on d1 , ..., dR , with the following property: given any positive integer ss0
and any real forms, or homogeneous polynomials, G1(x), ..., GR (x), in s
variables, of respective degrees d1 , ..., dR , and any positive number =, there
always exists a nonzero integral vector y # Zs solving the system of inequalities
|G1 (y)|<=, |G2(y)|<=, ..., |GR (y)|<=. (1)
So, in other words, as long as the forms are all of odd degree, and are
defined in enough variables in terms only of the degrees, then there is a
nonzero integral solution of the inequalities (1). We note that we often call
a nonzero solution a nontrivial solution, as 0 is clearly a solution of the
inequalities (1).
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Much less is known in the case in which the forms are of even degree.
Of course in this case such a bound s0 may not exist, for example, if one
of the forms Gi is positive definite, in which case one does not even have
nontrivial real solutions. Consider now the case of one indefinite quadratic
form Q. Margulis [16] has proved the remarkable result that if for any
nonzero real number :, some coefficient of :Q is irrational, and if Q is a
form in at least three variables, then for any =>0 there is a nontrivial
integral solution of the inequality |Q(x)|<=. We note that this irrationality
condition is often stated in the form of assuming that not all of the coef-
ficients are in rational ratio. Also, observe that in the alternate case in
which some nonzero multiple of Q is rational, a nontrivial solution of
the inequality |Q(x)|<= may be obtained by considering the equation
:Q(x)=0. So one could say that in the setting of Margulis’s result, one is
considering ‘‘true inequalities,’’ as opposed to those that may be some
‘‘disguised’’ form of an equation.
Now consider the case of two real quadratic forms Q1 and Q2 . In this
setting, there is a natural analogue of the requirement that some coefficient
of :Q be irrational for any nonzero real number :, namely the following
condition:
Given any (:, ;) # R2"[0], there is some coefficient of
:Q1+;Q2 which is irrational. (2)
The set of such forms is called the real pencil of the forms Q1 and Q2 .
Essentially, condition (2) says that no form in the pencil is integral, so we
are in effect considering only ‘‘true inequalities.’’ In the alternate case, one
could reduce to simultaneous consideration of one equation and one
inequality. We have the following result for systems of two quadratic
Diophantine inequalities.
Theorem 1. Let Q1 and Q2 be real diagonal quadratic forms in s
variables, where one has s10. Suppose that every member of the pencil
[:Q1+;Q2] with (:, ;) # R2"[0] has at least 5 nonzero coefficients, one
irrational coefficient, at least one negative coefficient, and at least one
positive coefficient. Then for any =>0, there exists a nonzero integral vector
x # Zs such that
|Q1 (x)|<= and |Q2 (x)|<=. (3)
We note that this theorem is essentially a special case of a more general
result which we will prove. This more general result requires more notation
to state, so we give it below.
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We also note that some sort of condition requiring every member of the
pencil to have some nonzero coefficients is certainly needed, as one can see
from an example given by Davenport and Lewis. (See Sect. 1 of [12].) Of
course the requirement concerning negative and positive coefficients is needed
to ensure that there are even nontrivial real solutions of the system (3).
Another analogue of the condition (2) was used in a result of Cook [8]
which we state below, after giving some necessary notation. We will give an
argument in Sect. 2 to demonstrate that this analogue is actually a stronger
restriction than the requirement (2). For now, suppose that Q1 and Q2 are
real diagonal quadratic forms, so that Qi has the form
Qi (x)=*i1x21+*i2x
2
2+ } } } +*isx
2
s for i=1, 2.
Then, for 1i< j s, let 2ij be the determinant of the matrix
Aij=_*1i*2i
*1 j
*2 j& . (4)
We are now in position to state Cook’s result [8].
Theorem 2 (Cook). Let Q1 and Q2 be diagonal quadratic forms, having
real algebraic coefficients, in nine variables. Suppose that
(i) Every member of the pencil [:Q1+;Q2 ] with (:, ;) # R2"[0] has
at least five nonzero coefficients, at least one negative coefficient, and at least
one positive coefficient ; and
(ii) There is some choice of (i, j, k ) with 1i< j<ks for which the
set [2ij , 2ik , 2jk ] is linearly independent over Q.
Then for any =>0, there exists a nonzero integral vector x # Z9 such that
|Q1 (x)|<= and |Q2 (x)|<=.
Observe that Cook’s result has the advantage of requiring fewer
variables than Theorem 1, but also includes the restriction that the coef-
ficients be algebraic, and it includes the condition (ii) rather than the
weaker condition (2). We note that Cook actually only states in (i) that
every such form be indefinite, and says nothing about negative and positive
coefficients, but only about nonzero coefficients. We state his theorem in
the above manner to be more explicit; we will explain more about this
matter below, once we have given a relevant definition.
Now we consider the more general situation of R quadratic inequalities
Q1 , ..., QR . We note that in the special case R=2 discussed above, one is
able to use a lemma of Swinnerton-Dyer [20] to see that if the form
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:Q1+;Q2 is indefinite for all nonzero real vectors (:, ;), then one has a
nontrivial real solution of the system
Q1 (x)=Q2 (x)=0.
This is a necessary prerequisite for solving the system of inequalities (3) for
any =. However, Schmidt has provided an example to show that no such
analogue of Swinnerton-Dyer’s argument can work if one has R>2. (See
[19, Sect. 2].)
Given a vector x # Rs, we say that x is a nonsingular solution of the
system
Q1 (x)=Q2 (x)= } } } =QR (x)=0 (5)
if the matrix
\Qixj + 1iR1 j s
is of full rank. When using the HardyLittlewood method, an important
technique in the theory of Diophantine equations in many variables, or
the DavenportHeilbronn method, a related technique for Diophantine
inequalities, it is often very helpful to know that a real nonsingular solution
exists.
Cook [7] showed how one may deduce the existence of a nonsingular
real solution of the system (5) from a nontrivial real solution in the case
R=2. We note that in his arguments, he appears to assume that every
form [:Q1+;Q2 ] with (:, ;) # R2 "[0] has at least one negative coefficient
and at least one positive coefficient. On the other hand, his theorems (both
in [7], a result on two quadratic Diophantine equations, and Theorem 2
above, from [8]) merely require that every such form in the pencil be
indefinite. The reason we state things differently is that, at least according
to some authors, a form such as Q(x1 , x2 )=x21 is defined to be indefinite.
With this definition of indefinite, an example of the type given by
Davenport and Lewis shows that no nonsingular real solution can exist,
despite the existence of a nontrivial real solution. (See Sect. 1 of [12]). In
fact, examples of this type can be constructed to satisfy the conditions of
Theorem 2 above and the theorem in [7] so that they have no nontrivial
integral solutions. We note that these remarks also carry over to a result
of Swinnerton-Dyer [20].
At any rate, these techniques for deducing the existence of a real non-
singular solution do not seem to carry over readily to the case R>2. So
in our general result, we will assume the existence of a real nonsingular
solution of (5).
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We now define some notation so that we may state the most general
form of our result. Suppose that Q1 , ..., QR are real diagonal quadratic
forms. For 1iR, we write
Qi (x)=*i1x21+* i2x
2
2+ } } } +*isx
2
s .
We define the coefficient matrix of the forms to be the matrix
A=_
*11
*21
b
*R1
*12
*22
b
*R2
} } }
} } }
. . .
} } }
*1s
*2s
b
*Rs& . (6)
For any j with 1 j s, we define *j to be the column vector
*j=_
*1 j
*2 j
b
*Rj& . (7)
Now for any subset J[1, ..., s], define AJ to be the matrix consisting of
the columns *j with j # J. That is, if J=[j1 , j2 , ..., jl ], say, with j1<
j2< } } } < j l , then one defines
AJ=[*j 1 *j 2 } } } * jl ]. (8)
Finally, for any matrix B, we let r(B) be the rank of the matrix B. We are
now in a position to state our theorem. We note that we assume that one
has R2, as it simplifies some proofs, and although the methods would
work in the case R=1, the result of Margulis [16] is superior anyway.
Theorem 3. Suppose that R and s are positive integers satisfying R2
and s5R, and that Q1 (x), Q2 (x), ..., QR (x) are R diagonal quadratic forms
with real coefficients. Suppose also that the following three conditions are
satisfied.
(i) There exists a real nonsingular solution of the system
Q1 (x)=Q2 (x)= } } } =QR (x)=0.
(ii) For every subset J[1, 2, ..., s], one has
|J |s&5(R&r(AJ )).
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(iii) For each choice of ( ;1 , ;2 , ..., ;R) # RR"[0], there is at least one
coefficient of ;1Q1+;2Q2+ } } } +;R QR which is irrational.
Fix any positive real number =. Then there exists a nonzero vector x # Zs
which is a simultaneous solution of the Diophantine inequalities
|Q1 (x)|<=, |Q2 (x)|<=, ..., |QR (x)|<=. (9)
We make a few observations. One is that condition (ii) serves as an
appropriate generalization of the requirement that every form in the pencil
has some number of nonzero coefficients. To our knowledge, such a condi-
tion was first used in this field by Low et al. [15]. It is also similar in spirit
to a condition given by Davenport and Lewis. (See [12, Theorem 2].) We
also observe that this result excludes some important systems of quadratic
inequalities because of the condition (iii). What remain are essentially
systems which can be reduced to other systems in which some of the
inequalities are actually equations, that is some of the forms are integral,
and some of the inequalities are ‘‘true’’ inequalities. The methods used do
not seem to readily yield a solution in these cases, at least not without
some new ideas. However, in the case in which all of the forms are actually
integral, that is, in the case of R simultaneous quadratic equations, more
is known. Schmidt [19] has shown that a system of R quadratic equations
has a nontrivial integral solution if it has a nonsingular real solution and
if all complex nontrivial linear combinations of the forms have rank greater
than 4R2+4R. We observe that Schmidt does not require the forms to be
diagonal, as we do. Of course, if one has R=1, then there is the classical
result due to Meyer [17], which states that given any indefinite integral
quadratic form Q(x) in at least five variables, one has a nontrivial integral
solution of the equation Q(x)=0.
Finally, we note that for systems of diagonal inequalities of any degree,
in fact, a generalization of Cook’s Theorem 2 was given by Bru dern and
Cook [6]. They also require a condition like Cook’s condition (ii), a con-
dition like condition (ii) of Theorem 3, and they restrict the coefficients to
be algebraic.
We remark briefly on how one can deduce Theorem 1 from Theorem 3.
The existence of a real nonsingular solution can be demonstrated using a
lemma of Cook. (See Lemma 2.4 of [7].) Now it remains to show that the
condition (ii) of Theorem 3 holds. We consider subsets J of [1, 2, ..., s]. If
r(AJ )=2, then (ii) clearly holds. If r(AJ )=0 for any nonempty subset J,
then there is a simple solution of the inequalities with the components xj
equal to 1 for j # J and 0 otherwise. Finally, the condition (ii) in the case
r(AJ )=1 is exactly the condition that every non-trivial linear combination
:Q1+;Q2 has at least 5 nonzero coefficients. Thus Theorem 1 follows from
Theorem 3.
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We now give a brief idea of the methods involved in the proof of
Theorem 3. We note that we often build on the work of Bentkus and Go tze
[3]. They used some clever new ideas to solve a longstanding conjecture
of Davenport and Lewis [13] concerning a question of Estermann. Sup-
pose that Q is a real positive-definite quadratic form in at least nine
variables such that for any nonzero real number : there is some coefficient
of :Q which is irrational. Bentkus and Go tze showed that for any =>0,
there is a large positive number M0 depending only on = and the coef-
ficients of Q such that for any real number MM0 , there is an integral
vector x such that one has |Q(x)&M |<=. We consider why their methods
are successful, in terms of the language of the DavenportHeilbronn
method, rather than in the language of their exposition. Essentially, they
find a way to dissect the real line so that on the minor arcs, the size of the
generating function which arises is smaller than the trivial bound. We note
that the amount by which it is smaller than the trivial bound, and the dis-
section as well, depend on the coefficients of the form Q. Bentkus and
Go tze essentially gave clever analogues of Hua’s inequality and Weyl’s
inequality. To obtain their version of Hua’s inequality, they cleverly used
a double large sieve inequality. They also used several other nice techniques
both for this inequality and their version of Weyl’s inequality.
To prove Theorem 3, we can adapt the methods of Bentkus and Go tze
to this system. We shall use the language of the DavenportHeilbronn
method rather than the language of Bentkus and Go tze. We note that some
of the lemmas below could easily be extended to deal with general quadratic
forms, but we have not provided the details, in order to simplify the proofs.
We also note that if one tries to prove a similar result for general quadratic
forms, the main difficulty appears to arise in generalizing the analogue of
Hua’s inequality given by Bentkus and Go tze.
I thank Professor Go tze for providing me with a preprint of the paper
by himself and Professor Bentkus. I am grateful to Professor Wooley for
pointing out an oversight of mine; his observation led to an improvement
of the result and a simplification of the exposition. I also thank the referee
for helpful comments. Finally, I thank Professor Schmidt for all of his help
in sponsoring me at the University of Colorado.
2. SOME REMARKS ON IRRATIONALITY CONDITIONS
We now demonstrate that condition (ii) of Cook’s theorem is actually
stronger than the ‘‘irrationality’’ condition (2).
First, suppose that Cook’s condition (ii) holds for Q1 and Q2 . Without
loss of generality, we may assume that one has i=1, j=2 and k=3. Thus
the determinants 212 , 213 and 223 are linearly independent over Q. Clearly
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we therefore have that 212 is nonzero. It follows that the matrix A12 is
invertible, where here we use the notation of (4). By elementary linear
algebra, one has
A&112 =
1
212 _
*22
&*21
&*12
*11 & .
Now consider any (:, ;) # R2"[0]. Suppose for the sake of contradiction
that all of the coefficients of :Q1+;Q2 are rational. Then in particular we
must have
[: ;] _*11 *12 *13*21 *22 *23& # Q3.
As (A&112 )
T is clearly invertible, we may write
[: ;]=[# $] A&112
for some (#, $ ) # R2 "[0]. Then one has
[# $] A&112 _*11 *12 *13*21 *22 *23& # Q3.
It follows that
[# $] _1 00 1
&
223
212
213
212& # Q3.
But this implies that # and $ are rational, and that for some v # Q, one has
&#
223
212
+$
213
212
=v.
As we have assumed that (#, $ ) is not the zero vector, this is a contradic-
tion of the fact that the determinants 212 , 213 and 223 are linearly
independent over Q. So Cook’s condition (ii) implies the irrationality
condition (2).
We now give an example to show that the condition (ii) is strictly
stronger than (2) for general systems of two forms. Suppose that + is a
poisitive quadratic irrational. For any integer n2, consider the forms
Q1(x)=&+x22+x
2
3+x
2
5+x
2
7+ } } } +x
2
2n&1 , and
Q2 (x)=&+x21+x
2
4+x
2
6+x
2
8+ } } } +x
2
2n .
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Suppose that :Q1+;Q2 # Q[x]. Then from inspection of the variables x3
and x4 , one sees that : and ; must be rational. Considering the variable
x1 shows that one must have ;=0 by the irrationality of +. It then follows
that :=0 by considering the variable x2 . But the determinants of the 2_2
submatrices Aij as in (4) can only take the values 0, \1, \+ and \+2, so
as + is of degree 2 over Q, there are no three of these values which are
linearly independent over Q. Thus condition (2) holds for this system,
while condition (ii) does not. We note that of course one can construct
more complicated examples which may not be solved as easily as this
system.
3. INITIAL REDUCTIONS
Here we make a few observations that will simplify our proof of
Theorem 3. In the sections following this one, we then apply the Davenport
Heilbronn method and thus establish our final result.
We first give some notation which will be useful. Suppose that x # Rs.
Then we define
&x&=&x&= max
j =1, ..., s
[ |xj |].
We note that we will occasionally abuse notation, by using, for real
numbers x, the notation &x& for the distance to the nearest integer, as it is
often used. The notation should always be clear from the context, but we
often use the notation &x& for added emphasis, if there might be some
confusion. Also, suppose that F1 (x), F2 (x), ..., FR (x) are forms with real
coefficients. Then we define |F | to be the maximum of the absolute values
of the coefficients over all the forms Fi .
Suppose that Q1 (x), Q2 (x), ..., QR (x) are R real diagonal quadratic
forms as in Theorem 3. In order to show that for each positive number =
there is a simultaneous solution of the inequalities (9), it may be seen that
it is enough to find a simultaneous nontrivial solution of the inequalities
|Q 1 (x)|<1, |Q 2 (x)|<1, ..., |Q R (x)|<1 (10)
for any forms Q 1 , Q 2 , ..., Q R as in Theorem 3: for any positive =, one may
simply apply this result to the forms =&1Q1 , =&1Q2 , ..., =&1QR to deduce
Theorem 3. So it suffices to find a nontrivial solution of the system of
inequalities (10).
Now, for 1iR, let
Qi (x)=*i1 x21+* i2x
2
2+ } } } +*isx
2
s . (11)
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We then define the coefficient matrix A of the system as in (6). Also, define
the columns *j as in (7).
Condition (i) of Theorem 3 ensures the existence of a real nonsingular
solution of the system
Q1 (x)=Q2 (x)= } } } =QR (x)=0. (12)
Thus we may choose such a nonsingular solution x0 . Notice that the
components of x0 depend only on the coefficients of the original forms
Q1 , ..., QR . Therefore we may choose a positive integral constant C,
depending only on these coefficients, such that
&x0&<C. (13)
We fix these choices of x0 and C for the remainder of the paper.
Now we will choose a special set of 5R of the variables of the forms
Q1 , ..., QR . We show that the submatrix of the coefficient matrix containing
only the columns of these variables can be split into a disjoint union of 5
nonsingular R_R submatrices. Here we require a lemma used by Low,
Pitman, and Wolff [15]. It is actually a special case of result on matroids,
apparently due originally to Edmonds [14]. A proof can be found in [15]
and also in Aigner. (See Proposition 6.45 of [1].)
Lemma 1. Let A be an R_s matrix over a field K and let l be a positive
integer. The matrix A has an R_Rl partitionable submatrix (that is, A
includes l disjoint R_R submatrices which are nonsingular over K ) if and
only if the following condition is satisfied :
|J |s&l(R&r(AJ )) for all subsets J[1, 2, ..., s]. (14)
We note that the condition (14) of the lemma is exactly condition (ii) of
Theorem 3 when l=5. We may thus apply the lemma to the coefficient
matrix of our system. Thus there is an R_5R partitionable submatrix of
the coefficient matrix A. By relabeling variables if necessary, we may
assume that for each k with 1k5, the submatrix consisting of the
columns R(k&1)+1, R(k&1)+2, ..., Rk is nonsingular over R. That is,
define the submatrices
Ak=[*(k&1) R+1 *(k&1) R+2 } } } *kR ] (15)
for 1k5; then we are assuming that we have
det(Ak ){0 for 1k5. (16)
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Having made these assumptions, we now proceed to the proof of
Theorem 3. We use the DavenportHeilbronn method.
4. THE DAVENPORTHEILBRONN METHOD: THE SETUP
We begin the proof of the theorem. We first need some notation. For any
real number x, we let
e(x)=e2?ix.
We note that throughout this section, implicit constants in the notations
o( ) and << and >> may depend on the constant C, the coefficients of the
forms Q1 , ..., QR and the real nonsingular solution x0 . Sometimes we
denote this dependence by using oQ ( ) or <<Q or >>Q , but this is only for
emphasis.
We now consider the number of solutions of the system
|Qi (x)|<1 for 1iR. (17)
As is usual with the DavenportHeilbronn method, we make use of a
real-valued, even kernel function K : R  R to give a lower bound for the
number of solutions of the system (17) in a certain range. For each positive
integer R, there is such a function K that satisfies
|K(;)|<<min(1, |;|&R&1), (18)
with the constant in Vinogradov’s notation depending only on R. (See
Lemma 1 of [9].) Additionally, for any real number u, we have
=0 if |u|1
|

&
e(;u) K(;) d; {#[0, 1] if |u|1 (19)=1 if |u| 13 .
For the remainder of this paper, we fix this function K with R as in
Theorem 3, that is, with R equal to the number of forms in our system.
Let x=(x1 , x2 , ..., xs ), and let P be an integer with P2. Then consider
the sum
:
|x1 |CP
x1 # Z
:
|x2 |CP
x2 # Z
} } } :
|xs | CP
xs # Z
|
RR \‘
R
i=1
e(:iQi (x)) K(:i )+ d:. (20)
We note that in the remainder of the paper, all sums are taken only over
integers, so from here onward, we suppress this condition. By (18), the
integral converges absolutely, and therefore we may write the multiple
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integral as a product of integrals in one variable. Thus the above integral
equals
:
|x1 |CP
:
|x2 | CP
} } } :
|xs | CP
‘
R
i=1
|
R
e(:iQi (x)) K(:i ) d: i . (21)
Note that if any x with &x&CP satisfies (17), then using (19), this x is
counted in the sum (21) with a weight of at most 1. Thus we can see that
(21) is a lower bound for the number of solutions of the system (17) with
x=(x1 , ..., xs ) satisfying &x&CP. Thus is suffices to prove that this sum
is strictly greater than 1. In this manner, we may see that there is a non-
trivial solution of the system (17). We now write this sum in a more
convenient form, for which we need another definition.
For any real vector :=(:1 , ..., :R ) # RR, and for any j with 1 js,
define
Lj (:)= :
R
i=1
:i *ij . (22)
For any such : # RR, for any positive real number P, and for any j with
1 js, we define the functions
fj (:)= fj (:, P)= :
|xj | CP
e(Lj (:)(xj )2). (23)
Now, recalling (11), we can rewrite the sum (20) in the form
|
RR \ ‘
s
j=1
f j (:)+ \ ‘
R
i=1
K(:i )+ d:. (24)
We now seek to prove that this integral is greater than 1. Specifically, we
will show that the integral is >>Ps&2R, where we emphasize that the con-
stant in Vinogradov’s notation here depends on the forms Q1 , ..., QR , the
nonsingular solution x0 and the constant C. Choosing P sufficiently large
in terms of these quantities will then yield the desired result.
To find a lower bound for the integral (24), we give a dissection of the
real line into three subsets. Fix a real number P with P2. Also, for
convenience of notation, define
$=
1
2R+2
. (25)
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We define the major arc M to be the set
[: # RR : &:&P$&2]. (26)
We expect the integral over this region to provide the main contribution to
the integral (24), and we aim to show that the integrals over the remaining
two regions give contributions which are of a lower order of magnitude.
One of the two remaining regions is the minor arcs. In Section 5.1, we
will prove the existence of a special function T( P), which depends on the
coefficients of the forms Q1 , ..., QR , the nonsingular solution x0 and the
constant C. Then one defines the minor arcs to be the set
m=[: # RR : P$&2<&:&T(P)]. (27)
Bounding the contribution of the integral (24) from this region is the
hardest portion of the work. Finally, we have the remaining region, namely
the trivial arcs, which we define to be the set
t=[: # RR : &:&>T(P)]. (28)
5. THE MINOR ARCS AND TRIVIAL ARCS
In this section, we seek to show that the contributions from the minor
arcs and the trivial arcs to the integral (24) are o(Ps&2R ). To be more
specific, we will show that the absolute values of the contributions are
bounded above by some function w(P) which satisfies
lim
P  
w(P)
Ps&2R
=0.
We note that the function w(P) depends on the coefficients of the forms
Q1 , ..., QR , the nonsingular solution x0 and the constant C.
5.1. An Analogue of Weyl ’s Inequality
We now give a proof of a lemma that is, in some sense, an analogue of
Weyl’s inequality. Throughout, we usually closely follow the work of
Bentkus and Go tze [3]. We first need a definition. For any : # RR,
recalling (23), we let
S(:)=S(:, P)= ‘
s
j =1
| f j (:, P)|. (29)
Then we have the following analogue of Weyl’s inequality.
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Lemma 2. One has
lim
P   \sup: # m
S(:, P)
Ps +=0.
To prove this result, we must prove some useful lemmas. We first give
a lemma whose use originally stems from a bound of Bentkus and Go tze
and is essentially a special case of one of their bounds. (See Theorem 5.1
of [4].) It is in fact also very similar to a lemma of Davenport, which we
could use, except that his bound contains additional powers of log P. (See
Lemma 11 of [9].) We apply Ho lder’s inequality to remove these terms,
although at the expense of a slightly larger exponent. Our use of this trick
stems from the work of Bentkus and Go tze. We note that a bound
analogous to ours could be obtained for generating functions like f (:)
which instead concern general quadratic forms. In this part of the paper,
the argument has been simplified considerably because of some valuable
comments made by the referee. Finally, we note that for our purposes, it
would be enough to prove the lemma with any fixed positive ’, but we
prove it for all positive choices of ’, as it does not require much more effort
to do so.
Lemma 3. Suppose that : is a real number and that P and ’ are real
positive numbers. For any : # R, let f be given by
f (:)= f (:, P)= :
|x|CP
e(:x2). (30)
Then one has
f (:)<<’ { |:|
&1(2+2’) P’(1+’)
|:|1(2+2’) P
if P&2|:|P&1
if P&1|:|1
(31)
Proof of Lemma 3. We use Weyl differencing. We have
| f (:)|2= :
|x| , |y| CP
e(:(x2&y2))
= :
|h|2CP
:
y # Bh
e(:(2hy+h2)),
upon setting h=x&y ; here Bh is an interval of length at most 2CP for
each h, depending only on h. By Ho lder’s inequality, we have
| f (:)|2+2’<<P’ :
|h|2CP } :y # Bh e(:(2hy)) }
1+’
.
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By a standard estimate, one has
| f (:)|2+2’<<P’ :
|h|2CP
(min(P, &2:h&&1))1+’, (33)
where here we note for emphasis that &x& denotes the distance to the
nearest integer. (See, for example, formula (3.4) of Baker [2].)
In the remainder of the proof. we assume without loss of generality that
: is positive, which we may as the right hand side is an even function of
:. We now continue our proof along the lines of the proof of Lemma 11 of
[9]. For any integer t, let
B(t)=[h # Z : |h|2CP and t& 12<2:ht+
1
2].
We may partition the integers h with |h|2CP into the sets B(t) with
|t|4CP:+1. If one fixes an integer t, then given any elements h, h$ # B(t)
with 0[2:h] 12 and 0[2:h$]
1
2 , one has
|(&2:h&&&2:h$&)|=|(2:h&t)&(2:h$&t)|
=|2:h&2:h$ |=2: |h&h$ |,
which is at least 2: if h{h$. A similar result holds if 12<[2:h]<1 and
1
2<[2:h$]<1. Thus, given any h # B(t), there is at most one other choice
of h$ # B(t) with
|(&2:h&&&2:h$&)|<2:.
Therefore, from (33), one has
| f (:)|2+2’<<P’ :
|t|(4CP:+1)
:
h # B(t)
(min(P, &2:h&&1))1+’
<<P’ :
|t|(4CP:+1)
:

h=1
min(P1+’, (:h)&1&’)
<<P’(4CP:+1) \ :hmax(1, (:P)&1) P
1+’+ :
hmax(1, (:P)&1)
(:h)&1&’+
<<P’(:P+1)[((:P)&1+1) P1+’+:&1&’(:P)’]
<<:&1P2’(:P+1)2.
Now, by considering the cases P&2:P&1 and P&1:1 separately,
we obtain the desired result.
We continue with the following lemma, which contains the main ideas of
this section. The lemma is a close analogue of a theorem of Bentkus and
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Go tze (see Theorem 6.1 of [3]), and the proof is very similar to the proof
of that result.
Lemma 4. Suppose that T0 and T are real numbers with 0T01T.
Then one has
lim
P   \ supT0&:&T
S(:, P)
Ps +=0.
Proof of Lemma 4. We suppose that the conclusion of the lemma does
not always hold. Thus, we suppose that there exist a positive real number
=, a sequence of positive real numbers [Pn] with
lim
n  
Pn=,
and a sequence of real vectors [:(n)] with
:(n) # RR and T0&:(n)&T for n # Z+ (34)
such that one has
S(:(n), Pn)=P sn . (35)
For each j with 1 j s, we bound | fj (:)| by differencing. In fact, we
can simply use the bound (33) in the proof of Lemma 3. We apply this with
:=L j (:) and ’=1, which we use for simplicity. We then have
| fj (:)|4<<P :
|hj | 2CP
(min(P, &2Lj (:) hj&&1))2. (36)
Now, for 1 js, we let mj be integers with 1mj8CP. We set
m=(m1 , ..., ms ) and h=(h1 , h2 , ..., hs ). Then for m in the above range, we
define the sets
Dm(:)={&h&2CP : mj&18CP [2(Lj (:)) hj ]<
mj
8CP
for 1 j s= ,
recalling that [x] denotes the fractional part of x. We also define a similar
set. Let
D(:)={&h&4CP : &2(Lj (:)) h j&< 18CP for 1 j s= . (37)
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For fixed :, one can observe, by subtracting one fixed element of Dm(:)
from each element of Dm(:), that |Dm(:)||D(:)| for each m as above.
Combining this estimate with the bounds (36) for 1 js, one has
S(:)4<< ‘
s
j=1
P :
|hj |2CP
(min(P, &2(Lj (:)) hj&&1))2
<<Ps :
1 js
m :1mj8CP
:
h # Dm(:)
‘
s
j=1
min \P, 8CPmj&1+
8CP
8CP&mj+
2
<<Ps :
1 js
m :1mj8CP
|Dm (:)| ‘
s
j=1
min \P, 8CPm j&1+
8CP
8CP&m j+
2
<<Ps |D(:)| :
1 js
m :1mj8CP
‘
s
j=1
min \P, 8CPm j&1+
8CP
8CP&mj+
2
<<Ps |D(:)| ‘
s
j=1
:
8CP
i=1 \
8CP
i +
2
<<P3s |D(:)|. (38)
Thus for any n # Z+, it follows from (35) that
|D(:(n))|C0=4Psn , (39)
for some positive constant C0 depending only on the constant C and the
coefficients *ij .
Now we employ a lemma used by Bentkus and Go tze in [3], which is
due to Davenport. (See Lemma 3 of [10].) We state it here.
Lemma 5 (Davenport). Let U1 , ..., Us be real linear forms in k=
(k1 , ..., ks ) with
Uj (k)= :
s
l=1
*jlkl ,
and satisfying the condition
*jl=*lj for 1j, ls. (40)
Suppose that N is a real number with N1. For k as above and
m=(m1 , ..., ms ), let y=(k, m) be an element of R2s. Then let M1 , ..., Ms be
the first s of the 2s successive minima of the function
F(y)=max(N | U1 (k)&m1 |, ..., N |Us (k)&ms |, N&1 |k1 |, ..., N&1 |ks | ).
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Then the number of vectors k # Zs which satisfy the simultaneous inequalities
&Uj (k)&<
1
N
for 1 js
and
&k&<N
is
<<(M1M2 } } } Ms)&1.
Further, one has M1N&1.
We note that the last fact was not given in Davenport’s statement of the
lemma, although Bentkus and Go tze do state it in their version. At any
rate, it follows readily from the definition of F.
For each fixed n # Z+, we apply Davenport’s lemma to the forms
U (n)j (k)=2Lj (:
(n)) kj for 1 j s.
These forms certainly satisfy the symmetry condition (40). Setting N=
8CPn and recalling the definition (37) of D(:), we certainly have
|D(:(n))|<<(M1M2 } } } Ms )&1.
The successive minima Mj vary depending on n, of course, but we suppress
this notation here for convenience. It follows from (39) that
=4Psn<<(M1 M2 } } } Ms )
&1.
But from the lemma, (8CPn)&1M1Ml for 1ls, whence one has
=4Psn<<P
s&1
n M
&1
s .
Therefore one has Ms<<= P&1n . As M1M lMs for 1ls, we have
Ml  P&1n for 1ls. (41)
By the definition of successive minima, for each n and for 1ls there
exist integral vectors
k(n)l =(k
(n)
l1 , ..., k
(n)
ls )
and
m(n)l =(m
(n)
l1 , ..., m
(n)
ls )
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such that
F((k (n)l , m
(n)
l ))=Ml .
Also for each fixed n, the vectors
(k (n)1 , m
(n)
1 ), ..., (k
(n)
s , m
(n)
s )
are linearly independent vectors in R2s. From (41) and the definition of F,
we have
|2Lj (:(n)) k (n)lj &m
(n)
lj |<<P
&2
n for 1j, ls (42)
and
&k (n)l &<<1 for 1ls. (43)
Recall from (34) that &:(n)&T. Therefore it follows from (42) that
&m (n)l &<<T 1 for 1ls. (44)
Now consider the infinitely many s-tuples of vectors
((k (n)1 , m
(n)
1 ), ..., (k
(n)
s , m
(n)
s )),
each of which we denote by Wn , say. In view of the conditions (43) and
(44), there are at most finitely many choices for Wn , recalling that here T
is fixed. Thus there is some choice which occurs infinitely often; that is,
there is a subsequence [n$d ] tending to infinity on which one has
Wn$1=Wn$2= } } } =Wn$d= } } } .
Now, because of the compactness of the set
[: # RR : T0&:&T],
there is some further subsequence, say [nd ], of the sequence [n$d ], and
some :(0) # RR with T0&:(0)&T for which one has
lim
d  
:(nd )=: (0). (45)
Observe that the condition &:(0)&T0 certainly implies that
:(0){0. (46)
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Now for this subsequence [nd ], the s-tuple Wnd is constant, so we may
choose any d # Z+, and define
kl=k
(nd )
l and ml=m
(nd )
l for 1ls.
Now we take the limit as d tends to infinity over the indices nd in the
inequalities (42). One then obtains
2Lj (:(0)) klj=mlj for 1j, ls. (47)
We now claim that the vectors
[k1 , ..., ks ]
are linearly independent. To this end, suppose that there are rational
numbers q1 , ..., qs such that
q1k1+ } } } +qsks=0.
Then of course one has
q1k1j+ } } } +qsksj=0 for 1 js
and therefore by (47) we also have
q1 m1 j+ } } } +qs msj=0 for 1 js.
But then it follows that we have
q1 (k1 , m1)+ } } } +qs(ks , ms)=0.
However, this is impossible, for by the definition of successive minima, the
vectors
[(k1 , m1 ), ..., (ks , ms )]
are linearly independent, as we have mentioned above.
Therefore, the vectors
[k1 , ..., ks ]
are in fact linearly independent. Thus certainly for each j with 1 js,
there is some lj with 1ljs for which one has klj j{0. It follows from
(47) that
Lj (:(0))=
mlj j
2k lj j
for 1 j s.
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But then we have
Lj (:(0)) # Q for 1 j s.
This implies that
:(0)1 Q1+ } } } +:
(0)
R QR # Q[x].
By condition (iii) of Theorem 3, one must have
:(0)=0.
But this contradicts (46). Therefore, there are no such choices of = and
sequences of :(n) and Pn , as we have supposed. This completes the proof
of Lemma 4.
We now have a kind of ‘‘selection’’ lemma which brings us closer to
establishing Lemma 2.
Lemma 6. There are real-valued functions T0(P) and T(P), depending
only on C and the coefficients of the forms Q1 , ..., QR for which one has
lim
P  
T0(P)=0 and lim
P  
T(P)=
and such that
lim
P   \ supT0(P)&:&T(P)
S(:, P)
Ps +=0.
Proof of Lemma 6. From Lemma 4, we know that for each m # Z+,
there is a real number Pm for which one has
S(:, P)
Ps

1
m
for PPm and
1
m
&:&m. (48)
Without loss of generality, we may assume that one has
P1P2 } } } Pm } } } .
Now we define the functions T0 (P) and T(P). For a real number P with
PmP<Pm+1 , we let
T0(P)=
1
m
and T(P)=m. (49)
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Also, for completeness, define T0(P)=T(P)=1 for P<P1 . We now claim
that for any m # Z+, one has
S(:, P)
Ps

1
m
for PPm and : with T0(P)&:&T(P).
(50)
If we establish this, then the proof of the lemma will be complete.
So now suppose that P is a real number satisfying PPm and that :
satisfies T0(P)&:&T(P). Let k be the positive integer which satisfies
PkP<Pk+1 . By (48), one has
S(:, P)
Ps

1
k
for PPk and
1
k
&:&k.
As we clearly have km, the above claim follows immediately, whence the
proof of Lemma 6 is complete.
Now we come to the completion of the proof of Lemma 2. By combining
with Lemma 6, we see that we have only to show that
S(:, P)=o(Ps) uniformly for : # RR with P$&2<&:&<T0(P).
(51)
So consider any : as in (51). We first show that one has
‘
R
i=1
fi (:, P)=o(PR) uniformly for P$&2<&:&<T0(P).
The result then follows from trivial estimates. For convenience, we define
;=AT1 (:), so that we have
;i=Li (:) for 1iR.
Note that one has
&;&=&AT1 (:)&<<Q &:&<T0 (P).
Similarly, recalling from (16) that A1 , and thus also AT1 , is invertible, we
have
P$&2<&:&=&AT1 ((A
T
1 )
&1 :)&<<Q &(AT1 )
&1 :&=&;&.
Combining these last two statements, we see that there exist positive
constants c1 and c2 depending only on the coefficients of the forms
Q1 , ..., QR such that
c1P$&2&;&c2T0(P).
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Thus there exists some i0 with 1i0R such that
c1P$&2| ; i0 |c2T0 (P). (52)
Now assume that P is large enough so that one has c1P$&2P&2 and
c2T0 (P)1. Then we may apply Lemma 3 with :=;i0 and ’=1. There-
fore,
f (;i0 )<<| ;i0 |
&14 P12<<P1&$4 if c1 P$&2| ;i0 |P
&1,
while
f (;i0)<<| ;i0 |
14 P<<(T0(P))14 P if P&1| ; i0|c2 T0 (P).
Combining these two estimates, we see that one has
f (;i0 )<<max(P
1&$4, (T0(P))14 P).
It then follows from trivial estimates that
‘
R
i=1
f i (:, P)= ‘
R
i=1
f (;i)<<PR&1 max(P1&$4, (T0(P))14 P).
Again from trivial estimates, we have
‘
s
j=1
f j (:, P)<<Ps max(P&$4, (T0(P))14).
Because T0(P) tends to 0 as P tends to infinity, we have
S(:, P)= ‘
s
j=1
| fj (:, P)|=o(Ps)
uniformly for : # RR such that P$&2<&:&<T0 (P). Combining this fact
with Lemma 6 and recalling the definition (27) of m completes the proof of
Lemma 2.
5.2. An Analogue of Hua’s Inequality
In this section, we establish an analogue of Hua’s inequality. It is at this
point in our argument that we require 5R variables. We first require the
following lemma. Its proof is relatively standard and follows closely much
of the work of Chapter 4 of Vaughan [21], but we provide it for complete-
ness. Throughout the proof, we do not concern ourselves with getting the
best estimates possible in each step, as we do not need them elsewhere.
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Lemma 7. Fix a positive real number C1. For any real number : and
any positive real number P1, let f be given by
f (:)= f (:, P)= :
|x|CP
e(:x2).
Fix any positive real number =. Then
|
1
0
| f (:)| 4+= d:<<C, = P2+=.
Proof. It is clearly enough to consider the case C=1 by later applying
this case with P replaced by CP. We note that by using trivial estimates if
necessary, it is also enough to assume that one has
=1.
As is usual, we split up the interval into two regions, the major and minor
arcs. For integers a and positive integers q, we define
M0(q, a)={: # [0, 1) : } :&aq }
1
4q
P&74= , (53)
with the understanding that
M0 (1, 1)=[0,
1
4 P
&74] _ [1& 14P
&74, 1).
For convenience, we set
’= 150 . (54)
Also, we define
M0= .
qP ’
.
(a, q)=1
1aq
M0(q, a), (55)
the so-called major arcs. Finally, we set
m0=[0, 1)"M0 ,
which we call the minor arcs.
We first consider the integral over the major arcs, that is, the integral
|
M0
| f (:)| 4+= d:. (56)
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One can easily check that the major arcs M0(q, a) for 1aqP’ with
(a, q)=1 are disjoint. It follows that
|
M0
| f (:)|4+= d:= :
qP ’
:
(a, q)=1
1aq
|
M0 (q, a)
| f (:)|4+= d:. (57)
We need an elementary inequality to continue. We claim that for positive
real numbers A and B, one has
|A#&B# ||A&B| # for 0<#< 12 . (58)
The inequality clearly holds if A=B. We thus note that it is enough to
prove the inequality in the case A>B, without loss of generality. We start
by noting that in this case, one has
(A#&B#)(A1&#+B1&#)=A&B&(A1&#B#&A#B1&#)
A&B. (59)
But one also knows that AA&B, whence one certainly has
A1&#+B1&#A1&#(A&B)1&#.
Upon inserting this inequality into (59), one has
(A#&B#)(A&B)1&#A&B.
The bound (58) follows immediately.
Now define
S(q, a)= :
q
m=1
e \am
2
q + and &(;)=|
P
&P
e( ;x2) dx.
By the last remark of Theorem 4.1 of Vaughan [21], for : # M0(q, a) with
(a, q)=1 and 1qP’, and for any positive real number +, one has
| f (:)|& }q&1S(q, a) & \:&aq+}<<q12++ ; (60)
note that here we technically must apply the lemma twice, for negative x
values and positive x values, and note also that including the term x=0 in
the sum in f (:) is permissible, as one has 1<<q12++. Now, we have
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| f (:)|4+=& }q&1S(q, a) & \:&aq+}
4+=
=| f (:)|4+=&| f (:)|113+11=12 } q&1S(q, a) & \:&aq+}
13+=12
+| f (:)|113+11=12 } q&1S(q, a) & \:&aq+}
13+=12
&| f (:)|103+5=6 } q&1S(q, a) & \:&aq+}
23+=6
+ b
+| f (:)|13+=12 }q&1S(q, a) & \:, aq+}
113+11=12
& }q&1S(q, a) & \:&aq+}
4+=
.
It follows from trivial estimates, the bound (60), and the inequality (58)
applied with #= 13+
=
12 that
| f (:)|4+=& }q&1S(q, a) & \:&aq+}
4+=
<<P113+11=12 (q12++)13+=12
<<P113+=q12,
for + sufficiently small, as we have assumed that = is at most 1.
So for integers a and q with 1aqP’ and (a, q)=1, recalling the
definition of M0(q, a), we have
|
M0 (q, a) \ | f (:)|
4+=& } q&1S(q, a) & \:&aq+}
4+=
+ d:
<<q&1P&74q12P113+=
<<q&52P4724+=,
by (54). It follows immediately that
:
qP ’
:
(a, q)=1
1aq
|
M0 (q, a) \ | f (:)|
4+=& }q&1S(q, a) & \:&aq+}
4+=
+ d:
<< :

q=1
q&32P4724+=<<P4724+=. (61)
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But by Lemma 2.8 of Vaughan [21] and the remark immediately follow-
ing the statement of the lemma, for integers a and q with 1aqP’,
one has
|
M0 (q, a) } & \:&
a
q+}
4+=
d:
=|
|;|(1(4q)) P &74
|&(;)| 4+= d;
|
| ;|P &74
|&( ;)|4+= d;
<<|
P &2
0
P4+= d;+|
P &74
P &2
;&2&=2 d;
<<P2+=.
Now, by Theorem 4.2 of Vaughan [21], one has S(q, a)<<q12 if (a, q)=1.
It follows that
:
qP ’
:
(a, q)=1
1aq
|
M0(q, a) }q
&1S(q, a)& \:&aq+}
4+=
d:
<< :
1qP ’
q |q&1S(q, a)| 4+= |
M0 (q, a) }& \:&
a
q+}
4+=
d:
<< :
1qP ’
q |q&1S(q, a)|4+= p2+=
<< :
1qP ’
q&1&=2P2+=
<<P2+=.
By combining (57) with the bound (61) and this last bound, one has that
the integral (56) satisfies
|
M0
| f (:)|4+= d:<<P2+=. (62)
It remains to consider the contribution from the minor arcs. For : # m0 ,
we can use Dirichlet’s theorem to find integers a and q with 1qP158
and (a, q)=1 such that
}:&aq }
1
q
P&158.
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One can see that 1aq holds also, as we have : # m0 . Now one has
}:&aq }
1
q2
and }:&aq }
1
4q
P&74,
for sufficiently large P. As : is not in M0 , we must have qP’. It follows
from Lemma 2.4 of Vaughan [21] that for : # m0 , we have
| f (:)|<<P1+’4(P&’+P&1+P158P&2)12<<P1&1200.
Combining with Lemma 2.5 of Vaughan [21], we have
|
m0
| f (:)| 4+= d:<<= sup
: # m0
| f (:)| = |
1
0
| f (:)| 4 d:
<<= P=&=200P2+=400
<<= P2+=&=400.
Considering this bound together with (62) completes the proof of
Lemma 7.
Now we are in a position to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 8. Assume that the forms Q1 , ..., QR are as in Theorem 3, with
an associated nonsingular solution of (12) and a constant C as in (13). Define
the function S(:)=S(:, P) as in (29), and the function K as in Section 4. Let
g(P) be a nonnegative real-valued function, and let n be any subset of the
region
[: # RR : &:&g(P)]. (63)
Also, define
h(n, P)=sup
: # n
S(:, P)
Ps
. (64)
Then one has
|
n
S(:) ‘
R
i=1
|K(:i )| d:<<Q (h(n, P))110 min(1, ( g(P))&1) Ps&2R. (65)
Proof. We observe first that
|
n
S(:) ‘
R
i=1
|K(:i )| d:<<( sup
: # n
S(:, P)110) |
n
S(:)910 ‘
R
i=1
|K(:i )| d:,
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whence one has, from trivial estimates,
|
n
S(:) ‘
R
i=1
|K(:i )| d:
<<(sup
: # n
S(:, P)110) P9(s&5R)10
_|
[: # RR : &:&g(P)]
‘
5R
j=1
| fj (:)|910 ‘
R
i=1
|K(:i )| d:. (66)
Now consider the integral on the right hand side of (66). By (18), one
sees that this integral satisfies
|
[&:&g(P)]
‘
5R
j=1
| fj (:)|910 ‘
R
i=1
|K(:i )| d:
<<|
[&:g(P)]
‘
5R
j=1
| fj (:)|910 ‘
R
i=1
min(1, |: i | &R&1) d:,
whence one has
|
[&:&g(P)]
‘
5R
j=1
| fj (:)|910 ‘
R
i=1
|K(:i )| d:
<<|
[&:g(P)]
‘
5R
j=1
| fj (:)|910 min(1, &:&&R&1) d:.
By Ho lder’s inequality, we have
|
[&:&g(P)]
‘
5R
j=1
| fj (:)|910 ‘
R
i=1
|K(:i )| d:
<< ‘
5
l=1 \|[&:&g(P)] ‘
lR
j=(l&1) R+1
| f j (:)|92 min(1, &:&&5(R+1)+
15
d:.
(67)
We now fix any l with 1l5 and bound the integral
|
[&:&g(P)]
‘
lR
j=(l&1) R+1
| f j (:)|92 min(1, &:&&5(R+1)). (68)
Let Al be as in (15). Define
2l=|det(Al )|.
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Recall from (16) that we have assumed that Al is nonsingular, whence 2l
is nonzero. Thus we may make a change of variables to the integral (68),
by setting ;=ATl :. Write ;=(;1 , ;2 , ..., ;R). Recalling also (23), we see
that the integral (68) may be rewritten as
1
2l |AlT([&:&g(P)])
‘
R
j=1
| f (;j )|92 min(1, &(ATl )
&1 ;&&5(R+1)) d;, (69)
where f is defined as in Lemma 7. As in the proof of Lemma 2, for ;=ATl :
one has
&:&=&(ATl )
&1 ;&<<Q &;&. (70)
Similarly, one has
&;&<<Q &(ATl )&1 ;&. (71)
By (70), it follows that there is a constant Dl (Q) such that one has
ATl ([&:&g(P)])[; # R
R : &;&D l (Q) g(P)]. (72)
We now write the region [&;&Dl (Q) g(P)] as a union of regions L l, m
for m=(m1 , ..., mR ) # ZR, where
Ll, m=[; # R
R : &;&Dl (Q) g(P) and mi&1;imi for 1iR]. (73)
By (72) and (71), we may bound the integral (69), and thus also the
integral (68), by a constant multiple of the sum
:
&m&max(1, wDl (Q) g(P)x)
m # ZR
&m&&5(R+1) |
Ll , m \ ‘
R
j=1
| f (; j)|92+ d;.
Now, because of the form of the sets L l, m and the fact that f is periodic
with period 1, we may see that the integral (68) is bounded as well by a
constant multiple of the sum
:
&m&max(1, wDl (Q) g(P)x)
m # ZR
&m&&5(R+1) \|
1
0
| f (;)|92 d;+
R
.
By Lemma 7, the integral (68) is in turn bounded by a constant multiple
of
:
&m&max(1, wDl (Q) g(P)x)
m # ZR
&m&&5(R+1)P5R2. (74)
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Now we note that for any given positive integer t, there are <<tR&1
choices of m # ZR with &m&=t. It follows that the sum (74) is
<<P5R2 :

t=max(1, wDl (Q) g(P)x)
t&4(R+1)&2.
Thus we finally see that the integral (68) certainly satisfies
|
[&:&g(P)]
‘
lR
j=(l&1) R+1
| f j (:)|92 min(1, &:&&5(R+1))
<<P5R2 min(1, ( g(P))&1).
Combining this last bound with (66) and (67), we have
|
n
S(:) ‘
R
i=1
|K(:i )| d:
<<(h(n, P) Ps)110 P9(s&5R)10 ‘
5
l=1
P5R10(min(1, ( g(P))&1))15
<<(h(n, P))110 Ps&2R min(1, ( g(P))&1).
This completes the proof of Lemma 8.
5.3. Wrapping Up the Minor Arcs
We now complete the treatment of the minor arcs. Specifically, we
show that the contribution from the minor arcs to the integral (24) is
o(Ps&2R). We apply Lemma 8 with n=m and with g(P)=P$&2, recalling
the definition (27) of m. This yields
|
m \ ‘
s
j=1
| fj (:, P)|+ ‘
R
i=1
|K(: i )| d:<<(h(m, P))110 Ps&2R. (75)
Recall from (64) that one has
h(m, P)=sup
: # m
S(:, P)
Ps
.
But by Lemma 2, we have
h(m, P)=o(1).
Inserting this estimate into (75), we see that we have proved the following
lemma, which summarizes our work on the minor arcs.
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Lemma 9. Assume that the forms Q1 , ..., QR are as in Theorem 3, with
an associated nonsingular solution of the system (12) and a constant C as in
(13). Define the functions fj (:) as in (23), the region m as in (27), and the
function K as in Section 4. Then one has
|
m \ ‘
s
j=1
| f j (:)|+ ‘
R
i=1
|K(:i )| d:=oQ (Ps&2R).
5.4. The Trivial Arcs
Here we bound the contribution from the trivial arcs to the integral (24).
We apply Lemma 8 with n=t. In this case, recalling the definition
(28) of t, we may take g(P)=T(P). We use the trivial bound
h(t, P)<<1.
One obtains
|
t \‘
s
j=1
| f j (:)|+ ‘
R
i=1
|K(:i )| d:<<(T(P))&1 Ps&2R.
Recall from Lemma 6 that T(P) tends to infinity as P tends to infinity.
Thus we have the following lemma.
Lemma 10. Assume that the forms Q1 , ..., QR are as in Theorem 3, with
an associated nonsingular solution of the system (12) and a constant C as in
(13). Define the functions fj (:) as in (23), the region t as in (28), and the
function K as in Section 4. Then one has
|
t \ ‘
s
j=1
| f j (:)|+ ‘
R
i=1
|K(:i)| d:=oQ (Ps&2R).
6. THE MAJOR ARC
We now seek to show that the contribution from the major arc to the
integral (24) is >>Ps&2R. By combining with Lemmas 9 and 10, we will see
that the integral (24) is >>Ps&2R for P sufficiently large, and therefore for
such P we will have a simultaneous nontrivial solution of the R inequalities
(17). Thus we will have proved Theorem 3. So to complete our work, it
remains only to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 11. Assume that the forms Q1 , ..., QR are as in Theorem 3, with
an associated nonsingular solution of (12) and a constant C as in (13).
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Suppose as well that the functions fj (:) and K are as in Section 4, and the
region M is as in (26). Then there is a constant c(Q), depending only on the
forms Q1 , ..., QR , the nonsingular solution x0 and the constant C, such that
for real numbers Pc(Q), one has
|
M \ ‘
s
j=1
fj (:)+ \‘
R
i=1
K(:i )+ d:>>Q Ps&2R. (76)
This section is dedicated to the proof of this lemma, which we start now.
Much of the proof below uses standard methods, but we include it for
completeness.
For each j with 1 js and each : # RR, we define
Ij (:)=|
CP
&CP
e(Lj (:) x2j ) dx j . (77)
Our first step is to replace each function f j by Ij in the integral on the
left side of (76), and bound the resulting error. We begin by stating a
bound for fj (:)&Ij (:). From Lemma 2.7 of Vaughan [21] and the
comments that follow its proof, applied with :=Lj (:), we have
fj (:)&Ij (:)<<Q P2$ for : # M and for 1 js;
note that we technically must apply this lemma for the sum over negative
x values and positive x values separately, and also note that including the
term x=0 in the sum fj (:) is permissible, as we have 1<<P2$. Now, using
this bound along with the trivial estimates fj (:)<<P and I j (:)<<P, we
can see, by considering a telescoping series, that one has
\ ‘
s
j=1
f j (:)+&\ ‘
s
j=1
Ij (:)+<<Ps&1+2$.
Therefore, using also the bound K(:i )<<1 from (18), we have
|
M \\ ‘
s
j=1
f j (:)+&\ ‘
s
j=1
Ij (:)++ \ ‘
R
i=1
K(:i )+ d:
<<|
M
Ps&1+2$ d:
<<P($&2)RPs&1+2$
<<Ps&2R&1+(R+2)$. (78)
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Thus we have bounded the error arising upon replacing the integral
|
M \ ‘
s
j=1
fj (:)+ \‘
R
i=1
K(:i )+ d:
by the integral
|
M \ ‘
s
j=1
Ij (:)+ \‘
R
i=1
K(:i )+ d:. (79)
Now we extend the domain of integration of the latter integral to all of RR,
and bound the resulting error. It is this last integral that we will finally
bound below. However, to handle this error, we need an upper bound
for |Ij (:)|. But from Lemma 2.8 of Vaughan [21] and the comment
immediately following the statement of the lemma, applied to ;=Lj (:),
one has
Ij (:)<<Q min(P, |Lj (:)| &12) for : # RR and for 1 j s. (80)
Now we replace the integral (79) by the integral
I=|
RR \ ‘
s
j=1
Ij (:)+ \ ‘
R
i=1
K(: i )+ d:, (81)
and bound the resulting error. I is our version of the so-called singular
integral. The resulting error is exactly
|
RR"M \ ‘
s
j=1
Ij (:)+ \‘
R
i=1
K(: i )+ d:. (82)
By the bound (80), trivial estimates, and the estimate (18), we can bound
(82) by a constant multiple of
Ps&5R |
RR "M
‘
5R
j=1
min(P, |L j (:)| &12) d:.
In turn, we can use Ho lder’s inequality to bound this integral by
Ps&5R ‘
5
l=1 \|RR"M ‘
lR
j =(l&1) R+1
min(P5, |L j (:)| &52) d:+
15
. (83)
Now, for each l with 1l5, we make a change of variable in the l th
integral, setting
;(l )=(; (l )1 , ..., ;
(l )
R )=A
T
l (:).
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So one has
; (l)i =L(l&1) R+i (:) for 1iR.
Recall from (16) that the matrix ATl is invertible, and thus the inverse of
its determinant is bounded in terms of the coefficients of the forms
Q1 , ..., QR . Therefore the expression (83) and thus also the integral (82) is
<<Ps&5R ‘
5
l=1 \|AlT (RR "M) ‘
R
i=1
min(P5, | ; (l )i |
&52) d; (l )+
15
. (84)
If :=(ATl )
&1(;(l )) and : # RR"M, then again, one has
P$&2&:&=&(ATl )
&1 (;(l ))&<<Q &;(l )&=&ATl (:)&.
Finally, this implies that there is some positive constant c$ depending only
on the forms Q1 , ..., QR for which one has
ATl (R
R"M)[;(l ) # RR : &;(l )&c$P$&2].
Therefore, we may bound the expression (84) and thus also the integral
(82) by a constant multiple of the expression
Ps&5R ‘
5
l=1 \|[;(l ) # RR : &;(l )&c$P $&2] ‘
R
i=1
min (P5, |; (l )i |
&52) d;(l)+
15
.
This in turn is
<<Ps&5R |
[; # RR : &;&c$P$&2]
‘
R
i=1
min (P5, |; i |
&52) d;.
By Tonelli’s theorem, we can therefore bound the integral (82) by a
constant multiple of the product
Ps&5R \|

0
min(P5, ;&52) d;+
R&1
\|

c$P$&2
min(P5, ;&52) d;+ . (85)
Now we bound each of the integrals in this product. Upon doing so, we
can combine the estimates and then we will have completed the process of
bounding (82). We have
|

0
min(P5, ;&52) d;<<|
P &2
0
P5 d;+|

P &2
;&52 d;<<P3.
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As well, one has
|

c$P $&2
min(P5, ;&52) d;<<|

c$P$&2
;&52 d;<<P3&3$2.
Inserting the last two estimates into the product (85), we see that the
integral (82) is
<<Ps&5R(P3)R&1P3&3$2=Ps&2R&3$2.
Recalling the definition (81), we see that we have just demonstrated that
I&|
M \ ‘
s
j=1
Ij (:)+ \‘
R
i=1
K(:i )+ d:<<Ps&2R&3$2. (86)
We now summarize what we have done in this section; by combining
(78) and (86), we may see that one has
|
M \ ‘
s
j=1
fj (:)+ \‘
R
i=1
K(:i )+ d:&I<<Ps&2R&1+(R+2)$+Ps&2R&3$2.
(87)
We now prove the following.
Claim 1. One has I>>Ps&2R.
Proof of Claim. Note that using the definition (77) of Ij (:), we may
rewrite the singular integral in the form
I=|
RR
|
[&CP, CP]s \ ‘
s
j=1
e(Lj (:) x2j )+ \‘
R
i=1
K(:i )+ dx d:.
We make the change of variable xj=Pyj for 1 js and thus have
I=Ps |
RR
|
[&C, C ]s \ ‘
s
j=1
e(P2L j (:) y2j )+ \‘
R
i=1
K(: i )+ dy d:.
By trivial estimates and (18), the integrand is
<<Ps ‘
R
i=1
min(1, |: i |&R&1).
Thus the integral converges absolutely for each fixed P. By Fubini’s
Theorem, we may change the order of integration. Recalling that
Lj (:)=*1 j :1+ } } } +*Rj :R ,
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one can see that
I=Ps |
[&C, C]s
‘
R
i=1
|
R
e(P2:iQi (y)) K(:i ) d:i dy.
Using the defining property (19) of the function K, we may see that one has
IPs+(RP ), (88)
where
RP={y # [&C, C]s : |Qi (y)|< 13P2 for 1iR= , (89)
and where + denotes s-dimensional Euclidean measure.
In the next step, we bound I below, closely following the argument
given by Schmidt in Lemma 2 of [19]. Recall that we have assumed that
there is a real nonsingular solution x0 of the system
Qi (x)=0 for 1iR,
satisfying &x0&<C. Let MQ be the manifold of real zeros of this system in
the interior of [&C, C]s. One has x0 # MQ , as &x0&<C. By the Implicit
Function Theorem, there is some component M$ of MQ which has dimen-
sion at least s&R. As M $ is contained in the interior of [&C, C]s, there
is a positive = depending only on the forms Q1 , ..., QR such that the
submanifold
M"=[y # M$ : d(y, ([&C, C]s))=]
has dimension at least s&R ; that is, the set of points in M$ with distance
at least = from the boundary of this particular cube has dimension at least
s&R. Inside the submanifold M", we can find a manifold M which can be
parameterized by s&R of the coordinates of y. Without loss of generality,
we assume that these coordinates are y1 , y2 , ..., ys&R . (Of course, after this
implicit change of variable, the system no longer consists of diagonal
forms, but the property of being diagonal is not needed for the rest of the
proof of the claim.) We define the notation
y$=( y1 , ..., ys&R ) and y"=( ys&R+1 , ..., ys ).
Then there are an open set ORs&R and a continuous map f : O  RR
such that
( y$, f (y$ )) # M for all y$ # O.
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Now suppose that D is a real number. We define
SD={(y$, y" ) # RR : y$ # O and &y"& f (y$ )&< 1D= .
From the fact that M M" and the definition of M", it follows that
SD[&C, C]s for D with D>
1
=
. (90)
Now suppose that (y$, y" ) # SD . Then for 1iR, we have
|Qi ((y$, y" ))|=|Qi ((y$, y" ))&Qi ((y$, f (y$ )))|
<<Q &y"& f (y$ )& } sup(&y$&, &y"&, & f (y$ )&)
<<Q
1
D
} 1.
Thus, for a sufficiently large constant c, we have
|Qi ((y$, y"))|<
1
3P2
for (y$, y") # ScP2 and 1iR. (91)
Now for sufficiently large P, one has cP2> 1= and thus from (90) one has
ScP 2[&C, C]s. (92)
Now the (s&R)-dimensional measure of the open set O is >>Q 1,
whence from the definition of SD , the measure of ScP 2 is
>>Q 1 } (P&2)R>>Q P&2R.
By (91) and (92), the region ScP 2 is contained in the region of integration
RP given in (89). Thus the right hand side of (88) is
>>Q Ps&2R.
Therefore, from (88), we have
I>>Q Ps&2R.
This concludes the proof of Claim 1.
Finally, we may show that the contribution to the integral (24) from the
major arc is >>Ps&2R. Recall (87), that is
|
M \ ‘
s
j=1
fj (:)+ \‘
R
i=1
K(:i)+ d:&I<<Ps&2R&1+(R+2)$+Ps&2R&3$2.
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From (25), one certainly has (R+2)$<1 and $>0. Therefore, the error
terms on the right hand side above are both o(Ps&2R). So for sufficiently
large P, as one has I>>Ps&2R, we may see that one must also have
|
M \ ‘
s
j=1
fj (:)+ \‘
R
i=1
K(:i )+ d:>>Ps&2R.
Thus we have completed the proof of Lemma 11.
We may now finish the proof of Theorem 3. From Lemma 11, there is a
constant c1 (Q), depending only on the coefficients of the forms Q1 , ..., QR ,
the nonsingular solution x0 and the constant C, such that for P large
enough, in terms of these inequalities only, one has
|
M \ ‘
s
j=1
fj (:)+ \‘
R
i=1
K(:i )+ d:>>Ps&2R, (93)
where the constant in Vinogradov’s notation also depends only on these
quantities. From Lemmas 9 and 10, one has
|
m \ ‘
s
j=1
| f j (:)|+ ‘
R
i=1
|K(:i )| d:=o(Ps&2R)
and
|
t \ ‘
s
j=1
| f j (:)|+ ‘
R
i=1
|K(:i)| d:=o(Ps&2R),
respectively. It follows that the integral (24) is >>Ps&2R, where the implicit
constant depends only on the coefficients of the forms Q1 , ..., QR , the
nonsingular solution x0 and the constant C. That is, we have
|
RR \‘
s
j=1
f j (:)+ \‘
R
i=1
K(:i )+ d:>>Ps&2R.
But we have seen above that the integral on the left side is equal to the
expression (20), which is a lower bound for the number of solutions of the
system (17). Thus, by taking P sufficiently large, we may certainly see that
there are at least 2 solutions of the system (17). As we observed above, the
trivial solution 0 is counted with a weight of at most 1 in the expression
(20), and therefore there is certainly a non-trivial solution of the system
(17). This completes the proof of Theorem 3. We note as well that a careful
inspection shows that we have even proved that we have the expected order
of magnitude of the number of solutions, assuming all of the conditions of
Theorem 3, although with an implicit dependence on the constant = in the
Theorem.
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